
BABAC
2018 | 76' 5" | 4 cabins | 8 Guests | 3 crew

Photo of a sistership credited to Nicolas Claris





BABAC is the third hull in this superlative range
of multihulls built with the luxury yachting lifestyle
in mind. At 77ft (23.28m) and 36ft (11m) wide,
the Seventy7 is the largest sailing cat ever built
by Lagoon. BABAC is an extraordinary example
of the culmination of vision and craftsmanship
producing the pinnacle of luxury charter
cruising catamaran.





BABAC has been designed and styled
with absolute consideration for onboard relaxation
and harmony. Interior décor is characterised
by a palette of soothing cream, beige and brown
tones, timber paneling in grey oak, darker oak for
flooring, and an interesting mix of textures
and decorative elements such as cushions
and furnishings in deep red and some touches of
blue. Inside, the expansive saloon has lounge
and dining spaces with unimpeded wraparound
views. The flybridge above provides another
vantage point for taking in the views, dining
and reclining during sojourns at sea.

INTERIOR







BABAC comprises all the features of a 5-star vessel
and so much more. Her main distinguishing
feature is the master suite, independent
of the rest of the vessel with the magnificent
balcony unique for a sailing vessel and allowing
sea breezes, scintillating views and access
to the water.

MASTER SUITE





The remaining guest accommodation is just
as airy and spacious, with three lavish cabins each
with ensuite, and the fully-equipped professional
galley from which the onboard Chef will create
gourmet menus entirely personalised for you
and your guests.

GUEST ACCOMMODATION



BABAC has a massive foredeck with plenty
of room for relaxing including two lounge areas
plus a large trampoline. Aft the massive stern
platform is ideal for sunbathing, while also serving
as a tender dock with access for water toys.

DECK







BABAC's other impressive features include high-
end rigging, carbon fibre boom, high-tech
electronic systems, carbon fibre helms, marble
and timber interiors. Best of all, being a superbly
crafted Lagoon catamaran, BABAC is supremely
stable, unrivalled in volume, and elegant
under sail.



LAYOUT



Length: 23.28 metres (76' 5")
Beam: 11.00 metres (36" 1")
Draft: 1.90 metres (6' 3")
Number of crew: 3
Built: 2018
Builder: Lagoon
Flag: Maltese
Hull construction: GRP
Hull configuration: Multi hull
Air conditioning, WiFi connection on board

SPECIFICATION

Engines: 2 x Volvo D4 180hp
1 Onan 27kw
1 Onan 19kw
Cruising speed: 8

EQUIPMENT

Number of cabins: 4
Cabin configuration: 1 Convertible
Bed configuration: 1 King, 3 Queen, 1 Convertible
Number of guests: 8

ACCOMMODATION

Tenders + toys: 505 Williams Diesel Jet tender
2 x seabobs F5 & F5s
2 x inflatable SUP
Wake boards
Water skis
Towing tubes
Snorkel gear
Inflatable swimming pool
Individual floating chairs

WATER SPORTS
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